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App Cache Cleaner Pro - Clean 7.0.8 Apk paid for on Tools Android appDownload latest version of App Cache Cleaner Pro - Clean Apk paid for Android direct link ~ ~ ~ ATTENTION: The app does not work as expected on devices that have Android 6.x and 7.x. We're working on a solution. Thanks for your patience! ~~~App Cache Cleaner, a quick tool for
clearing application cached files. One Tap clean up all cached files to get more open space. This tool can free up a lot of memory on your phone. Free phone internal momeory, Get more internal rom storage. This is an application that is important for anyone with memory management problems. If you're running out of app storage, you'll now get more free
storage by clearing the cache/data file apps you created. You do not have to root the phone anymore!â ~ ... 1-tap delete all cached files â ~ ... auto clear when you open this application â ~ ... auto clear all cache at a specified interval â ~ ... auto exit when you clean all cached files â ~ ... clear cache specified in the application â ~ ... list applications either
cache size or application nameBy long pressing any item in the application list, you can: â ~ ... Share apps with your friends â~ ... see application Market â € ... uninstall applications that are cached files â ~ ... open application â ~ ... show app details pageIf you just want to delete all cached files, you don't have to wait for the building's app list to be
completed, just tap Clear all cache files. You can rebuild the app list by using the Refresh button and select a different sort type by sort type. For more details, tap MENU &gt; Settings.#FAQ what is a cached file? A cached file is a temporary storage (caching) mechanism for Web documents such as HTML pages and images to reduce bandwidth usage,
server loading, and perceived delay. The cached file stores copies of the documents that pass through it; cached if certain conditions are met. Cached files are stored in the built-in memory of your phone, and sometimes it can take up a lot of storage. Through clearing cached files, you will be able to restore precious phone storage space. The most important
thing is, cached files can safely pass through ðŸ™'App Cache Cleaner Pro - Clean Apk paidApp Cache Cleaner Pro - Clean Apk paidMiss New: – New UI - More Feature - Faster and more Google Play Informazioni you have to download Dimensione 1.7MB Versione 2.1.0 Versione Code 12 solo af am ar as az be bg bn bs ca cs da de el en-AU en-GB en-GB
en-XC es -ES ES-USA et eu fa fi fr fr-CA gl gu hi-IN hr hu hy is it iw and also kk km kn ko ky lo lt mk ml mn mr ms my nb ne nl or pa pl pt pt-BR pt-PT ro ru ru ru -RU si sk sl sq sr sr-Latn sv sw ta te th tl tr uk your uz vi zh-CN zh-HK zh-TW zu Autorizzazione WRITE_EXTERNAL_STORAGE READ_EXTERNAL_STORAGE Autoaction Text MORE : Allows an
application to install a link in the käivitaja. STORAGE: Nõusolek application to write to external memory Nõusolek Nõusolek Digger pa memoria esterna. Operating Systems Min Sdk 23 Min Sdk Txt Android 6.0 (M) Target Sdk 28 Target Sdk Txt For Android 9.0 Multi finestraa No Supporta schermate piccolo, normale, grande, XLarge Open Gl Int 0 Supporta
qualsiasi densità Yes densità 120, 160, 240, 320, 480, 640, 65534 User Caratteristiche Uses Caratteristiche hardware touch screen Caratteristiche: L'applicazione utilizza il Global System for Mobile Communications sistema radio (GSM) di phone. Uses indirect Caratteristiche L'applicazione utilizza il Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM) sistema
radio di telefonia. #: Company 9B523B21CD2DEA30A2E7201374B127D6 Company B4C98CACE1AF0A8EEB58958E10A97173A 21EA017 Sha256 7 2BFA48677C5D5AC26FAC2690604442B65AD79335CCB6036B1CC13E 145B88F1E Valido dal Wed Apr 03 14:26:47 CE ST 2019 to: Sat 03 April 03 14:26:47 CEST 2049 Numero di serie
92f6e81deff76a0c89cdd88d827177d35e5e0 sviluppatrice s Viluppatrice Android Ou Android Organizzazione Google Inc. località vista delle montagne Nazione US Città California QR Code By OneWorld Apps Latest version: 20.0 Publish Date: January 02 2020 Download APK (4.28 MB) Delete all your cache and free space with one click! Cache Cleaner Pro
can free a lot of memory from your phone, so you can get more internal ROM storage. If you run out of app storage, you'll get additional free storage by clearing the cache and data files created by the apps. Features:-The user can choose to exit the app with a full cache cleanup. Therefore, it is good to clean up the cache of the application. Displays all
applications that have some cache. Please feel free to share your ideas or thoughts with us regarding the app. Also, please rate us. Category: Free Tools Send It: Requirements: 4.1 or Higher + Cache Cleaner Pro APK Version History Cache Cleaner Pro 20.0 for Android 4.1 or higher APK Version Download : 20.0 For Android 4.1 or higher On: 2020-01-02
Download APK (4.28 MB) by Rexdl · April 11, 2017Current version: 6.5.0File size: 4 MBMemorize: www.ReXdl.com *** Support devices for Android 6.0, Android 7.0, Android 7.1 android operating system. Better coverage with improved service. App Cache Cleaner is a simple and easy phone cleaner and booster for Android devices. It can clean cache
&amp;amp; Junk &amp; Trash app and storage, Free Up storage, speed up and increase phone speed and RAM, improve your Android device's performance. There is always more space for your favorite APP &amp;amp; Game. And the best thing is, you don't have to root your phone to do it!★ System Cache Clean · Cache Cleaner - 1 tap Scan &amp;amp;
Delete all request cache · Phone Booster - Speed up &amp;amp; Boost your phone's better performance · The &amp;Boost Cleaner Power Cleaner - Free RAM and Save Battery ★ Junk Files Remover · 1-tap Scan &amp;amp; Delete all junk files on your device · Free up your storage space to get more free space · Boost your phone's better game
experience★ App Manager Press and hold any item on the app list, - Download applications from the third third - Backup &amp;amp; Upload apps to the cloud drive such as Google Drive, Dropbox, etc. - Show app details page - View app on Google Play Store Market - Open / launch app - Uninstall apps that have cache files or junk★ Features · Auto fresh
&amp; Car clean when you open the application · Automatic cache at specified interval · Clean cache of selected applications · Sort applications by cache size or application name · Clear the residual files · 1-tap phone increase Widget ■ Notes ——————— If you just want to delete all cached files, you don't have to wait for the completion of the
application list. Just tap Clear all cache files. You can rebuild the app list by using the Refresh button and select a different sort type by using the Sort button. For more detailed settings, tap MENU &gt; Settings.■ FAQ ——————— Q: How do I clear the cache? A: Open the app cache cleaner and tap the clean button, and it will delete the phone cache. Q:
What is a cached file? A: A cached file is a temporary storage (caching) mechanism for Web documents such as HTML pages and images to reduce bandwidth usage, server loading, and perceived delay. The cached file stores copies of the documents that pass through it; cached if certain conditions are met. Cached files are stored in the built-in memory of
your phone, and sometimes it can take up a lot of storage. Clear cached files, you will be able to restore precious phone storage space. The most important thing is to safely empty cached files. Please let us know how this is right for you by sending us app-feedback@trustlook.com. I look forward to hearing from you! APKCombo Apps Tools Cache Cleaner
Pro 5.0.1 · 8JAPPS September 11, 2019 (1 year ago) Clean app and system cache with one click! Ultimate cache cleaning app. Cleans Cache more than other similar applications, Does it without root access! Flush All Apps Cache, Clean Individual App Cache, Auto Clean Cache (Pro Feature) and many other features.. Cache Cleaner gives you ultimate
control over your device cache. Now release 100's priceless MBs from your device/phone memory (Internal) and increase your device speed with just one click of the button! Automatic cleaner (Pro function), automatically cleans the memory. Available intervals: 1 minute, 5 minutes, 10 minutes, 30 minutes, 1 hour, 3 hours, 6 hours, 12 hours, 1 day . Works on
both rooted and rooted devices. Loanõue: WRITE_EXTERNAL_STORAGE: Deleting cache files from external memory. Author, 8JAPPS What's New ★ V5.0.1: ★ Android 8.0+ support ★ Bug Suggestions / Bugs.. drop mail dev.8japps@gmail.com See more *** Classic v6 ***Let stable v6.6.5 Holding position old school app cache Cleaner.In case any
complain about the new version - 7, better keep this Classic v6 for the sake of usability. We are working on a new version 7, but it is also very important to keep version online. - Settings Scroll the bug fixed.- Location permission removed.- Fix some page frozen samsung / sony / MOTO devices *** *** android 6.0,7.0,7.1 Android operating system devices.
Better coverage with improved service. App Cache Clean Master is a simple and easy cache manager for Android devices. It can clean cache in &amp;amp; Junk Applications, Free Up Space, Boost Up &amp;Amp; Speed up phone speed and performance! Always free up your favorite APP storage space. With this space saver, you can remove junk and
free up storage from these apps without worrying about cleaning up the wrong files. Besides, the power purifier helps speed up your device while playing games. And the best thing is, you don't have to root your phone for our cache tool! App Cache Cleaner Highlights: Cache Clean Tool★ Cache Cleaner - 1 tap Clean &amp;amp; Scan and refresh. System
Cache Clean tool for all applications★ Boost up phone - Clean cache for a better game experience. Speed up phone.★ Power Cleaner - Clean background tasks, remove junk files, free up storage space and save battery power in Junk Remover★ 1 tap Clean &amp;amp; Scan &amp; Eraser junk files on your Android phone and Eraser them★ Remove junk
files that you think are useless★ Release storage and phone RAM so that you can enjoy using a bigger and faster phone★ Clean history to save phone memory in The App ManagerBy long tap on any app app list so you can enjoy using a bigger and faster phone★ Clean history save phone memoryApp Manager can:- Uninstall multiple unwanted
applications-Backup &amp; Upload apps to cloud drive such as Google Drive, Dropbox, etc. - Share applications with third-party- Show app details page-View app google play store-Open / launch app- No ads ( all users )Features★ Refresh and Clean cache when opening app★ Auto cache clean at specified intervals★ Clean Cache tool for selected
applications★ Sort apps either cache size or app name★ Clear files, which is full of junk★ Release storage space on your device★ Auto clean history★ 1 tap your phone to increase Widget★ Optimize your Android with just a few clicks★ Simple and simple user interface✔ Notes---------------------Notes---------------------If you just want to clean all cache files
and zoom in on your phone, you don't have to wait for the completion of the apps list. When you open the application, it has already updated the cache files automatically, just tap Clean All Cache Files. To restore the app list, tap the update button and select a sort type by using the Sort button. For more details, tap MENU &gt; Settings.✔ FAQ--------------------
-Q: How do I clean up your system cache? A: Open the app cache cleaner, tap the update button, and then tap the clean button and it will automatically clear your phone's cache. Q: What is a cached file? A: A cached file is a temporary storage (caching) mechanism for Web documents such as HTML pages and images to reduce bandwidth usage, server
loading, and perceived delay. the stored file stores copies of the documents that pass through it; cached if certain conditions are met. Cached files are stored in the built-in memory of your phone, and sometimes you can take up a lot of storage space. With clean files, you can and increase the phone. The most important thing is to remove cached garbage
files. Contact us if you want to help change the app into your language: support@apexapps.xyz support@apexapps.xyz
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